




Farmers and processors worked tirelessly and 
collaboratively to ensure milk was collected  
and dairy products remained on shelf.

Unfortunately, many towns and businesses in the region 
were inundated or cut off by floodwaters, impacting 
the ability to access, feed and milk cows, particularly 
in instances where there were power outages. Milk tankers 
were also unable to get to many farms to collect milk 
and transport it to processing sites, leading to milk 
shortages at some facilities and reduced production 
capacity and product prioritisation.

The floods have wiped out a majority of the region’s 
crops, significantly reducing the milking quality fodder 
reserves in the region. As a result, farmers will need to 
transport fodder for their herds at higher cost to fill the 
feed gap until Autumn next year. 

Land surrounding a 600 cow dairy farm and barn near 
Macorna inundated. 

Dairy farmers have invested in risk management 
strategies to reduce exposure to climate change,  
drought conditions and extreme weather events, 
including feed storage facilities, feed pads, fencing, 
sheds, pumps and irrigation infrastructure. Much of 
this infrastructure has now been impacted due to this 
flooding event. 

Photo taken by Tom Acocks, dairy farmer in Rochester.
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As well as this, farmers and processors face a 
massive clean-up of their properties, homes and 
local community facilities, all while juggling family 
and business responsibilities.

Dairy farmers and processors in the region require 
significant assistance to manage the immediate and 
longer-term impacts of these floods and get back to 
providing fresh milk supplies for Australians as well as 
to continue to meet manufacturing and export demand. 

This support must address power supplies, infrastructure 
and logistics at a catchment scale. On farm, large 
fodder losses of both already conserved fodder and 
crops destroyed before harvest, mean that farms 
urgently require quality fodder for the milking herd, 
as well as assistance with agistment for young stock. 
Beyond fodder, there are a number of other significant 
impacts on-farm including destroyed fencing, laneways, 
tanker access tracks and feed storage facilities (such 
as concrete feed-pads, bunkers, sheds and silos). 

The negative mental health impacts of this flood event 
should also not be underestimated, particularly when 
combined with the existing farmer-fatigue, workforce 
shortage challenges and the ongoing warnings of 
more rainfall and an extended La Nina weather cycle. 
The lengthy nature of a flood response and recovery 
effort takes a particular toll on the mental health 
of impacted farmers, as we saw in this region in 2011.

Photo taken by Malcolm Holm.
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Flood water rising over Patchell Bridge west of Kerang. Photo taken by 
Belinda Batchelor.

Photo taken by Nick Hunter.

Burst levee bank. Photo taken by Jason Saraj.
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